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Common causes
of poor vision

Vision loss is a common
condition, as the World Health
Organization notes that more
than 285 million people across
the globe suffer some type
of visual impairment. Many
people can effectively counter their vision problems with
prescription lenses, but others
may have a more significant
issue, such as low vision.
The Kellogg Eye Center defines low vision as a reduced
level of vision that cannot be
fully corrected with conventional glasses. Those with low
vision have some useful sight
and are not
considered
completely
blind. However, low vision can interfere with
performance
of daily activities, and
some people
with
this
condition
are classified
as “legally
blind.”
Symptoms
of low vision
include difficulty recognizing objects at
a distance or problems with
differentiating colors. Yet, not
everyone dealing with these
symptoms has low vision.
Specialized testing can determine if a person has low vision or another condition.
Many conditions can impact sight and contribute to
vision loss. Here’s a look at
some of the more common
ones.
• laucoma A person with
glaucoma may gradually lose
peripheral vision. Early symptoms, such as a subtle loss of
contrast, may be unnoticeable.
Eventually, glaucoma may
cause tunnel vision, which occurs when a person can only
see through a small window.
• Macular degeneration
Macular degeneration is the
leading cause of vision loss,
affecting more than 10 million people in the United
States alone, according to the
American Macular Degeneration Foundation. The AMDF
offers that macular degenera-

tion is caused by the deterioration of the retina’s central
portion, known as the macula.
The macula is responsible
for focusing central vision in
the eye, and it contributes to
one’s ability to read, drive a
car, recognize faces or colors
and see objects in fine detail.
• Retinal detachment An
increase of floaters or sudden
flashes of light in vision may
be indicative of retinal detachment or a tear in the retina.
When caught promptly, a detached retina may be repaired.
However, if left untreated
and the detachment
reaches the
macula in
the center
of the retina, vision
loss may be
irreparable.
The
National Eye
Institute
says those
with
extreme nearsightedness, those
who have
had cataract
surgery or those with a family
history of retinal detachment
are at a high risk.
•
iabetic retinopathy
Blurring or patchy vision loss
can be a side effect of high
blood glucose levels. Not all
people with diabetes will develop vision problems, but it
is common enough to warrant
attention.
• Cataracts According to
The Mayo Clinic, a cataract
is a clouding of the normally
clear lens of the eye. Cataracts
develop when aging or injury
changes the tissue that makes
up the eyes’ lenses. Clouded
vision can make it more difficult to read or drive. ver
time, cataracts may obscure
vision so much that they require surgical repair.
Routine eye examinations
can bring potential vision
disturbances to light and facilitate faster treatment. Eye
doctors also can make suggestions about lifestyle changes,
including the use optical devices to improve sight.
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Acupuncture
114 S. Jackson Avenue, Wylie

972-429-4677

Hours: Mon - Thur 9-1 & 3-6:30; Friday 8-1

972-442-5333 •
HOURS OF OPERATION

Fax: 972-442-5356
8 am - 5:30 pm M-F

Dr. Craig Goodson, Pharm D | Dr. Corey Mitchell, Pharm D

Frustrated with long lines and bad service?

Beth Anderson, OD, Lauren Claborn, OD
& Lindsay Denton, OD
Therapeutic Optometrists
Optometric Glaucoma Specialists

Excellence in Eyecare

972.429.9090

Complete Vision & Medical Eye Care
for the Entire Family

130 N. Ballard Avenue • Historic Downtown Wylie, TX 75098

Most Insurance Accepted
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PHYSICAL THERAPY & SPORTS MEDICINE
Quality Care
for All Ages
Recent injuries
Post-Operative
Rehabilitation
Chronic pain

Rick Broad and family

Comprehensive
treatment of
Neck, Back,
Shoulders,
Elbow, Wrist, Hand,
Hip, Knee, Ankle
& Foot

Rick Broad, MPT
611 West Brown, Suite 101, Wylie, Texas 75098

southwesternchiropractic.com
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Immunizations Provided Daily
No Appointment Needed.
Call for Details
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